The brain is at the center of deeply profound questions in science. If you are a high school student who shares an interest in learning more about how the brain works, join us for the 18th annual North Florida Brain Bee.

The North Florida Brain Bee

Weekly Lectures at the FSU Psychology Department (1107 West Call Street) with Hybrid Virtual Option

Thursday Lecture Topic Schedule 5:30 - 6:30

Feb 2   The Neuron and Brain Development
Feb 9   Sensation and Perception
Feb 16  Learning, Memory, and Language
Feb 23  Brain States and Homeostasis
Mar 2   Neural Disorders
Mar 9   Neuroanatomy and Brain Therapies
Mar 23  Review and PIZZA PARTY
Mar 25  BRAIN BEE!

For more information about the Brain Bee and Lecture Series, please Contact:
Morgan Shakeshaft: mshakeshaft@bio.fsu.edu
Chloe Johnson: cjohnson@psy.fsu.edu

Sign Up Today!